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CONCEPTS & IDEAS
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My expertise lies in generating trend-right women’s woven and knit fashions based on
brand strategy, in a timely manner, to ensure a well-defined and unified brand for
existing and start-up businesses.

I am fortunate to enjoy a career that includes key positions with dynamic fashion
companies where I have utilized my expertise to develop strategies for sourcing,
design and product development, managing the entire design process from concept
to delivery, and identifying and pursuing new business opportunities.

 Track record of increasing corporate profitability, forming collaborative relationships and
problem-solving in a wide range of situations.

 Ability to set overall creative tone and lead creative design process with in-depth knowledge of
design techniques and processes.

 Avid shopaholic that follows fashion at all levels, accomplished at interpreting trends into
appropriate price points.

 Prolific in R&D and technically knowledgeable in knit and woven textiles: able to assess a fabric’s
potential at a glance. Exceptional sense of style, color and pattern.

 Collaborative partner with a team-oriented management approach.

 Extremely organized, self-sustainable and frugal. Excels at handling multiple tasks with shifting
priorities.

 Personal professionalism & accountability.
jana.kos2@gmail.com
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DIANA TOP
Jersey body,  
cotton voile 

pleat and cuffs.

PALOMA SKIRT 
Python printed 

lamb leather, pencil 
skirt with princess 

seams.
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HUNTINGTON JACKET
French jacquard boucle, 
back peplum, print lining, 
snap front, mink pom-
poms

LINDSEY TOP
Rayon/Lycra jersey,
twist front, ¾ sleeve

AMANDA JEAN
Stretch cheetah 
jacquard, 6 pocket, 
pencil leg 



AMANDA JEAN
Stretch superfine 
denim, 6 pocket, 
pencil leg 

SPUTNIK JACKET
Pewter lamb metallic 
laminated leather, 
starburst seaming on 
front and back, zip 
closure, zip pockets

RACHEL MOCK
Silk plaited with 
lycra, chevron front, 
2x2 rib sleeves and 
back



COLOR STORY DEVELOPMENT
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